
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO.   F603787 & F606715

BETTY J. BOYKIN, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

CENTRAL MOLONEY, INC., EMPLOYER RESPONDENT 

CROCKETT ADJUSTMENT, CARRIER RESPONDENT

OPINION FILED OCTOBER 21, 2008

Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ELIZABETH W. HOGAN on July 25, 2008,
at Pine Bluff, Jefferson County, Arkansas.

Claimant appeared pro se.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE MIKE DENNIS, Attorney at Law, Pine Bluff,
Arkansas.

ISSUES

A hearing was conducted to determine the claimant’s entitlement to payment of medical

expenses and temporary total disability benefits.

At issue is whether or not these claims are barred by the statute of limitations pursuant to

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702  and whether or not the claimant sustained compensable back and wrist

injuries pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102.

After reviewing the evidence impartially without giving the benefit of the doubt to either

party, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704, I find the evidence preponderates in favor of the claimant.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The parties stipulated to an employer-employee-carrier relationship on November 1, 2002

at which time the claimant sustained a compensable low back injury (F603787) at an average weekly

wage of $475.20.  This claim was accepted as a “medical only.”  Expenses were paid through April

26, 2006 with the last date of service on April 22, 2005.  The claimant signed an AR-C on March

31, 2006 which was faxed to the Commission on April 10, 2006.  This claim was administratively

dismissed by Judge David Greenbaum in an Order filed January 2, 2007, without a hearing.

The parties also stipulated to an employer-employee-carrier relationship on October 18, 2005

at which time the claimant was earning sufficient wages to be entitled to an average weekly wage
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of $535.60 in the event this claim for bilateral wrist injuries (F606715) is found to be compensable.

This claim was controverted in its entirety.  The claimant signed an AR-C on June 14, 2006, which

was filed with the Commission on June 20, 2006.  Judge Greenbaum dismissed this case on March

14, 2007 without a hearing.  

The claimant’s last day of work was January 18, 2006.  The claimant received short-term

disability benefits and some medical  expenses were paid by the group carrier (the respondent is self-

insured).  The claimant also receives Social Security Disability benefits of $1,162.00 monthly.

The claimant contends she injured her back on November 1, 2002  in a specific incident

while performing her job duties lifting, bending and pushing.  She developed symptoms in her low

back and left leg with pain and muscle spasm.  The claimant received medical treatment and was

placed on light duty.  Almost two and a half  years later, in April, 2005, the carrier denied this claim

based on a lack of objective medical findings.

The claimant further contends that as of October 18, 2005, she sustained gradual bilateral

carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), as a result of her job duties as a grinder and painter, using an air gun

with a trigger.  This claim, (F606715), was controverted in its entirety as not arising out of and in

the course of her employment.  Dr. Pollard performed surgery on her right wrist but she still needs

surgery on her left wrist.  The claimant seeks payment of medical expenses and temporary total

disability benefits from January, 2006 to a date yet to be determined.

Respondents contend there are no objective medical findings of a back injury.  The

respondents further contend the bilateral wrist injuries did not arise out of and in the course of her

employment and the claimant cannot meet her burden of proof under Rule 37.  The respondents also

contend these claims are barred by the statute of limitations and the ruling in Dillard v. Benton Co.

Sheriffs Office, 87 Ark. App. 379, 192 S.W.3d 287 (2004) does not apply to this case.  The claimant

waived her rights by failing to respond to the notices issued by the Commission (Tr. p. 9-10).

The following were submitted without objection and comprise the evidence of record: the

parties’ prehearing questionnaires and exhibits and correspondence from the Commission, contained
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in the transcript.

The following witnesses testified at the hearing: the claimant, former co-worker Marsha

Frazier; and manager, Paul Scubin.

The claimant (D.O.B. March 14, 1949) has a ninth grade education.  She has worked for the

respondent-employer since 1978.  Her health history includes problems with her left knee (meniscal

tear), both shoulders (tendenitis), left ankle (arthroscopy by Dr. Charles Clark), right elbow and both

thumbs (arthritis), tinnitus, and right hip pain.

The claimant injured her back on November 1, 2002 lifting the hood of a transformer (Tr.

p. 15-22).  The claimant’s job required her to grind welded transformers, lifting a lid or hood.  The

weight of the hoods varied between 25-75 pounds.  She used an air grinder, pulling a trigger with

her right hand and using her left hand to flip over the hood.  The job required her to pull, lift, and

push the transformers to complete a quota of at least 120 per day.

The claimant experienced pain and muscle spasms in her back and she reported the injury

to her supervisor who sent her to the emergency room (ER).  She was given injections and returned

to work.  The company physician, Dr. Michelle Pashkevich, prescribed light duty (no lifting over 15

lbs.) and the claimant was given a job in the laundry room.  She then bid on two jobs in the painting

department to avoid jobs performing  heavy lifting.

The claimant injured both wrists in October, 2005 using her hands to paint tanks, radiators,

and transformer hoods (Tr. p. 22-27, 31-33, 35-42).  She held a trigger paint gun in her right hand

and used her left hand to turn or spin the hanging tanks around so she could get even paint coverage.

She worked with both liquid and power paint.  She reported the accident to the plant nurse who gave

her wrist bands to wear on the job.  Eventually the claimant came under the care of Dr. Pollard who

performed surgery on her right hand, paid through her health insurance.  

The claimant remains symptomatic and has not worked since January, 2006.  Presently the

claimant experiences back pain radiating down her left leg for which she is prescribed medication

(pain pills and muscle relaxers) and would like to return to Dr. Verma.  She would also like Dr.
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Pollard to perform surgery on her left wrist to alleviate  numbness.

Mr. Scubin, safety environmental manager, testified that painting did not require movement

of the wrists due to the electrically charged powder paint.  Mr. Scubin’s testimony regarding plant-

wide injuries is not dispositive of this case.  The Commission reviews claims on a case by case basis,

taking into account the individuals’ health history.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Correspondence regarding the Motion to Dismiss was sent directly to the claimant.  The

claimant stated she forwarded this information to her attorney but he took no action on the case, (Tr.

p. 29-30) therefore, the respondents are estopped from asserting the statute of limitations defense.

The Commission’s file shows no attorney of record, but the claimant provided phone records and

correspondence confirming contact with the attorney.  The doctrine of estoppel would apply only to

the parties to this claim, Central Moloney or Crockett Adjustment, not to the attorney.  Snow v.

Alcoa, 15 Ark. App. 205, 691 S.W.2d 194 (1985).  After the orders of Dismissal were filed, the

claimant waited until April, 2008 before trying to reopen the cases.

MEDICAL EVIDENCE

The claimant was initially treated by Dr. Pashkevich, the company physician.  She was

diagnosed with a back strain based on muscle spasms and treated conservatively with medication,

steroid shots, and physical therapy.  According to the doctor, the claimant’s back pain began in 2001

based on a work-related injury.

The claimant returned to the doctor on several occasions complaining of back pain after

performing activities at work.  The doctor diagnosed,  “recurrent chronic back strain.”

3-27-03 MRI - stenosis at L4-5, facet arthropathy with
indentation of the thecal sac on the left.

4-27-05 MRI  -   degenerative disc and facet changes at L4-5
and L5-S1 with an osteophyte at L2 (bone marrow
edema degenerative or arthritic in origin).

2-02-06 MRI   -   Annular bulging at L4-5 with degenerative
changes of the facet joints at L4-5 and L5-S1.

As I interpret the medical records, the claimant’s preexisting degenerative condition was
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exacerbated by her job duties causing muscle spasm, an objective finding, which periodically

resulted in the need for medical treatment.  Over time, progression of the degenerative condition

caused bulging at L4-5.

With regard to carpal tunnel syndrome, the claimant reported to Dr. Pollard that her

symptoms manifested in October, 2005 as a result of her job duties, (see his report of May 2, 2006).

Dr. Pollard stated the claimant’s symptoms were consistent with carpal tunnel syndrome which was

verified by a March 26, 2006 EMG/NCV study conducted by Dr. Verma.  Dr. Verma also found

evidence of a possible ulnar nerve compression in the left hand at Guyon’s canal.

On July 14, 2006, Dr. Pollard performed surgery on the claimant’s right hand.  Operative

notes indicate the doctor observed compression of the median nerve during the operation.

Follow-up reports show the surgery was successful and Dr. Pollard advised the claimant to

“advance activities as tolerated” in his report of August 21, 2006.  Dr. Pollard has not assessed any

specific work restrictions, healing period or anatomical impairment rating.  

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702, an injured employee must file their claim within one year

from the last date of payment or two years from the date of injury, whichever is greater.  The back

and CTS claims were administratively dismissed without a hearing pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-

9-702(a)(4).  The back claim is a request for additional benefits since the respondents initially

accepted the claim and paid medical expenses.

The last date of service on the back claim was April 22, 2005.  By filing an AR-C on April

10, 2006, the claimant was within the one year filing period for additional benefits but the January,

2007 Order of Dismissal extinguished the back claim.  The claimant did not try to reopen the case

until April 2008.  Therefore, I find the back claim is barred by the statute of limitations.

The CTS claim is a request for initial benefits, which cannot be dismissed without a hearing,

Dillard, supra.  Therefore, I find the dismissal order is invalid, and the CTS claim is not barred by

the statute of limitations.
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The respondents contend the back injury had no objective medical findings as required by

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102.  However, medical records reveal the claimant was treated for muscle

spasms with injections and medication.  As I interpret the medical records, the claimant’s job duties

aggravated her preexisting degenerative condition.  Muscle spasms are an objective medical finding

of a soft tissue injury.  University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences v. Hart, 60 Ark. App. 13, 958

S.W.2d 546 (1997).  Therefore, I find the back injuries to be compensable.

The respondents contend the claimant’s CTS is not work-related.  “Arising out of the

employment” refers to the origin or cause of the accident and the phrase “in the course of

employment” refers to the time, place and circumstances under which the injury occurred.  Gerber

Products v. McDonald, 15 Ark. App. 226, 692 S.W.2d 879 (1985).

The test for arising out of the employment requires that a causal connection exist between

the injury and the employment.  The injury must be a natural or probable consequence or incident

of the employment and a natural result of one of its risks.  J & G Cabinets v. Hennington, 269 Ark.

789, 600 S.W.2d 916 (Ark. App. 1980).

The evidence of record shows the claimant performed hand intensive work and developed

bilateral CTS.  She reported her symptoms to the plant nurse who gave her wrist bands to wear on

the job.  She described her tasks as gripping, pulling, lifting and pushing.  According to Commission

Rule 37, “job activity that regularly requires extensive use of the hands may be an appropriate

exposure” for the development of CTS.  Dr. Pollard verified the claimant’s symptoms with a nerve

conduction study and observed compression of the median nerve during the operation on the right

hand.  The claimant’s left hand remains symptomatic.  Diagnostic testing shows CTS and a possible

ulnar nerve compression which will require further evaluation.  Based on this evidence, I find the

claimant developed CTS arising out of and in the course of her employment.

1. The Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction of claim #F603787 in which the
relationship of employer-employee-carrier existed
among the parties on  November 1, 2002 at an average
weekly wage of $475.20.  Some medical expenses
were paid before this claim for a back injury was
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controverted in April, 2005.

2. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the
credible evidence that she sustained a compensable
back injury, caused by a specific incident, arising out
of and in the course of her employment which
produced physical bodily harm, supported by
objective findings, requiring medical treatment or
producing disability, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-
9-102.

3. The Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction of Claim #F606715 in which the
relationship of employer-employee-carrier existed
among the parties on October 18, 2005 at an average
weekly wage of $535.60.  This claim for bilateral CTS
was controverted in its entirety.

4. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the
credible evidence of record that she sustained a
gradual injury, caused by rapid and repetitive motion
arising out of and in the course of her employment
which produced physical bodily harm, supported by
objective findings, which was the major cause of
disability or the need for medical treatment, pursuant
to A.C.A. §11-9-102.

5. The back claim is barred by the statute of limitations.
The November 2002 claim for additional benefits was
dismissed in January, 2007.  The claimant made no
effort to reopen the case until April, 2008.

The October 2005 CTS claim for initial benefits is
still active.  The March 2007 dismissal was invalid as
no hearing was held.

6. The claimant is authorized to return to Dr. Pollard for
treatment to the left arm.  The respondents are
directed to pay all medical expenses within thirty days
of receipt pursuant to Commission Rule 30.

7. The respondents are directed to pay temporary total
disability benefits for CTS from July 14, 2006 to
August 21, 2006 based on Dr. Pollard’s medical
records, as the claimant remained in her healing
period and had not returned to work.

8. The respondents are directed to send Dr. Pollard a
Form AR-3, “Physician’s Report,” to obtain his
opinion on the healing period, work restrictions and
any permanent impairment.
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9. If they have not all ready done so, the respondents are
directed to pay the court reporter, Linda Parker’s, fees
and expenses within thirty days of receipt of the bill.

AWARD

Respondents are directed to pay benefits in accordance with the Findings of Fact above.   All

accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum without discount and this award shall earn interest at the

legal rate until paid, pursuant to A.C.A. §11-9-809, and Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49

Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (Ark. Ct. App. 1995), and Burlington Industries, et al v. Pickett, 64

Ark. App 67, 983 S.W.2d 126 (1998), 336 S.W. 515, 988 S.W.2d 3 (1999).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                          
ELIZABETH W. HOGAN
Administrative Law Judge


